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Search algorithms play a crucial role in systematic design optimization of optical structures. Though many
sophisticated methods appear in the literature, physically motivated guiding principles for the design and
enhancement of such methods are few. We introduce such a guiding principle—an objective-trait-bias
metaheuristic—and demonstrate its value in practice. Specifically, we present a case study in which application
of an instance of this metaheuristic—a transmission-bias metaheuristic—leads to significantly better performing
variants of a simple stochastic local search algorithm—restarted iterative best improvement—on a challenging
design optimization problem—combinatorial design optimization of a multi-spatial-mode photonic crystal
waveguide bend that preserves modal content. © 2017 Optical Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION

Systematic design optimization of optical structures is opening
new and advancing existing frontiers in the control of light,
from ultracompact wavelength- and mode-division multiplex-
ing [1–13] to performance enhancement of photo- and ther-
mophoto-voltaics [14–18]. To exploit systematic design
optimization’s full potential in optics, search algorithms capable
of efficiently sifting large design spaces are critical [1–37].

The degree to which a search algorithm exploits problem
structure determines its efficacy. Physically derived design op-
timization problems often contain rich structure that one can
reason about on the basis of physical intuition; design optimi-
zation problems in optics are no exception [38]. General-
purpose search algorithms exploit little if any of this rich struc-
ture, and thereby fail to achieve optimal performance on design
optimization problems in optics. Augmenting such search
algorithms with mechanisms that exploit this rich structure
can significantly improve search efficacy.

Broadly applicable, physically motivated guiding principles
for augmenting such search algorithms for design optimization
problems in optics could substantially advance the field. The
following objective-trait-bias metaheuristic exemplifies such
guiding principles: Design objectives often involve some set
of traits—necessary but insufficient conditions for perfor-
mance. Examples include transmission or reflection, strong

or weak absorption, broad or narrow bandwidth, modal
conversion or preservation, or satisfaction or violation of
symmetries. Now consider searching a design space for struc-
tures satisfying a design objective. Biasing the search toward
design space regions that exhibit the requisite traits, and
thereby more likely satisfy the design objective, should improve
search performance.

This paper illustrates how one might apply such guiding
principles as well as their potential value. A case study, in which
applying the above metaheuristic leads to significantly better
performing variants of a simple search algorithm on a challeng-
ing design optimization problem, provides this illustration.

The case consists of design optimization of a multi-spatial-
mode photonic crystal waveguide bend. We previously studied
this case in [38] highlighting the value of search landscape analy-
sis in optics. The present work builds upon that work by apply-
ing an instance of the above metaheuristic—a transmission-bias
metaheuristic—to substantially improve search performance
over that discussed in [38]. The case study realizes this transmis-
sion-bias metaheuristic concretely through mechanisms that bias
the search away from structures that contain too many or inap-
propriately placed scatterers in expected transmission paths.

Section 2 introduces the model design optimization problem
about which the case study revolves (and, simultaneously, nec-
essary terminology). Section 3 describes the baseline search
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algorithm, which we augment via the above metaheuristic.
Sections 4–6 each describe a variant of the baseline search algo-
rithm that realizes the above metaheuristic, and demonstrate
that variant's superior performance. Section 7 composes the en-
hancement mechanisms underlying the search algorithm var-
iants introduced in Sections 4–6, yielding a corresponding
search algorithmwith performance exceeding that of the preced-
ing, single-mechanism variants. To close, Section 9 discusses
extensions and generalizations of the present work.

2. MODEL DESIGN OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

As noted above, the design optimization problem this work
considers is quite similar to that studied in this work’s baseline
[38]. The following paragraphs recapitulate this problem’s es-
sential definitions, but for additional details see [38].

Our case study revolves around design optimization of a
multi-spatial-mode photonic crystal waveguide bend that pre-
serves modal content; such multi-spatial-mode photonic crystal
devices, for example those designed in [10–12], hold promise
for mode-division multiplexing in future photonic integrated
circuits. Particularly, we ultimately seek a device like that sche-
matized in Fig. 1(b) and described below.

A square lattice of silicon cylinders in air, which supports a
broad transverse-magnetic (TM) mode bandgap, hosts the de-
vice. Cylinder-deletion defects in this photonic crystal constitute
the device itself. Two adjacent, horizontal lines of cylinder dele-
tions form a waveguide incident from the left. Similarly, two
adjacent, vertical lines of cylinder deletions form a waveguide
exiting at the bottom. Each waveguide supports two TM spatial
modes over the upper half of the crystal’s bandgap. A mirror-
symmetric, multi-defect junction terminates these waveguides
at their intersection. Together, the waveguides and junction
compose a symmetric multi-spatial-mode bend. Figures 1(c)
and 1(d) respectively show the out-of-plane electric field
patterns resulting from excitation of the first and second ingoing
TM spatial modes on the horizontal waveguide; insofar as one
can discern visually, these modes respectively transmit strictly
to the first and second outgoing TM spatial modes on the vertical
waveguide, exemplifying near-perfect modal-content-preserving
transmission. Figure 1’s caption provides additional detail.

To design such a device, we begin from the prototype sche-
matized in Fig. 1(a); this prototype is identical to the device
described above but for a junction solely containing defective
cells. We generate a candidate structure from this prototype by
placing nondefective cells at some set of the structure’s indepen-
dent lattice sites—the twenty-seven lattice sites in the junction’s
upper-left half, diagonal inclusive; enforcement of the proto-
type’s diagonal mirror symmetry then dictates placement of
nondefective cells in the junction’s lower-right half. The desired
device described above and shown in Fig. 1(b) exemplifies a
candidate structure. We can generate 227 distinct candidate
structures via this procedure; the set of all such candidate struc-
tures constitutes our search space S.

This discrete, combinatorial search space contrasts with
continuous search spaces admitting, for example, continuous
geometric or material-parametric deformations between candi-
date structures; for more on such search spaces, see [38].

The metaheuristic investigated here, however, applies broadly,
including to continuous design optimization problems in optics.

Next we define our design objective, which is to find a can-
didate structure that exhibits satisfactorily high modal-content-
preserving transmission or, equivalently, satisfactorily low re-
flection and modal crosstalk in transmission. We capture
our design objective quantitatively in an objective function
f :S → R. Though many possible objective functions reason-
ably correspond to our design objective, we focus on minimi-
zation of the l2-type objective function

f �s� � 2−1∕2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX
i;j

R2
i→j�s� �

X
i;j≠i

T 2
i→j�s�

s
; (1)

where, under monochromatic excitation of ingoing TM spatial
mode i on one port of candidate structure s ∈ S, Ri→j�s�

Fig. 1. (a) Design prototype for a multi-spatial-mode photonic crystal
waveguide bend that preserves modal content. A square lattice of silicon
cylinders (gray circles, r∕a � 0.2, n � 3.4) in air (white backdrop),
which supports a TM mode bandgap over frequencies 0.29 · 2πc∕a
to 0.42 · 2πc∕a, hosts the device. Cylinder-deletion defects in this
photonic crystal constitute the device itself. Highlighted in blue, two
adjacent horizontal lines of cylinder deletions form a waveguide incident
from the left. Similarly highlighted in blue, two adjacent vertical lines
of cylinder deletions form a waveguide exiting at the bottom. Each
waveguide supports two TM spatial modes over frequencies 0.36 ·
2πc∕a to 0.42 · 2πc∕a. Highlighted in orange, a mirror-symmetric,
multi-deletion junction terminates these waveguides at their intersec-
tion. Together, the waveguides and junction compose a symmetric
multi-spatial-mode bend. The dashed red line indicates this prototype’s
diagonal mirror symmetry. We generate a candidate structure from this
prototype, such as that shown in (b), by placing deletion cells at some of
the structure’s junction lattice sites consistent with the prototype’s mirror
symmetry. Parts (c) and (d) respectively show the out-of-plane electric
field patterns resulting from excitation, at frequency 0.39 · 2πc∕a, of the
first and second ingoing TM spatial modes on the horizontal waveguide
of this particular structure.
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denotes the excitation-normalized power reflected into out-
going TM spatial mode j on the same port, and T i→j�s� denotes
the excitation-normalized power transmitted into outgoing TM
spatial mode j on the other port. Accordingly, the first summa-
tion in this objective function captures reflection and the sec-
ond modal crosstalk in transmission. Where i and j in the
summations respectively run over all ingoing and outgoing spa-
tial modes, the factor of 2−1∕2 normalizes the objective function
to the interval [0,1].

Finally, we form our design optimization problem from
these elements: In principle, we seek a candidate structure s�

in search space S that minimizes objective function f , or
s� � argmins∈Sf �s�. In practice, however, we stop the search
once we find an acceptable candidate structure sa in search
space S with objective (function) value below some acceptabil-
ity threshold f a, or sa ∈ S : f �sa� ≤ f a.

Describing the algorithms and analysis below requires addi-
tional terminology and augmentation of our search space S
with a sense of locality.

We measure the distance between candidate structures s and
s 0 by the number of independent lattice sites at which they dif-
fer—a form of Hamming distance H�s; s 0�. To illustrate, the
candidate structures shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) differ at nine
lattice sites in the upper-left half of the junction, diagonal in-
clusive, and so by this metric the (Hamming) distance between
them is nine.

With distance defined, we introduce a neighborhood relation
N ⊆ S × S that, intuitively, indicates which candidate struc-
tures are neighbors or adjacent: we say that s and s 0 are neighbors
if and only if they differ at precisely one independent lattice site
or, equivalently, their Hamming distance H�s; s 0� is one.

Our search space S, neighborhood relation N , and objec-
tive function f together constitute our search landscape.

3. BASELINE SEARCH ALGORITHM

Our baseline search algorithm is restarted iterative best im-
provement, a form of repeated local search where iterative best
improvement is the subsidiary local search procedure.

In each step of iterative best improvement, we determine the
objective values of all neighbors of an initially given current can-
didate structure. If any neighbor’s objective value improves
upon the current candidate structure’s objective value, we de-
clare the best improving neighbor the new current candidate and
continue with the next search step. Otherwise, the current can-
didate structure—having no improving neighbors—is a local
minimum, and iterative best improvement terminates.

Restarted iterative best improvement (RII) augments iterative
best improvement with a rudimentary local minimum escape
mechanism: In each search superstep, we draw a candidate struc-
ture uniformly at random from our search space and, from that
candidate structure, perform iterative best improvement. When
iterative best improvement terminates at a local minimum, we
restart the search by continuing with the next search superstep.

See [38] for extensive discussion and analysis of this algo-
rithm’s behavior on a similar problem. On the one hand, rel-
ative to approaches that exploit no search landscape structure,
restarted iterative best improvement achieves good performance
on our model design optimization problem. On the other

hand, being a general-purpose search algorithm, restarted
iterative best improvement makes no use of simple physical in-
tuition regarding transmission.

Below we augment restarted iterative best improvement to
exploit simple physical intuition regarding transmission, and
show that such augmentation substantially improves search
performance; we thereby illustrate the concrete application
and impact of the transmission-bias metaheuristic described
above.

Specifically, each of Sections 4–6 describes a kernel of intu-
ition regarding transmission in our system, briefly provides
empirical support for that intuition, introduces a variant of re-
started iterative best improvement integrating that intuition to
improve search performance, and then demonstrates that var-
iant’s superior performance. Presented in order of increasing
sophistication, the first variant involves strictly excluding a
search subspace from consideration during search, the second
a biased restart mechanism, and the third a modified subsidiary
local search procedure replacing iterative best improvement.
These modifications being orthogonal, Section 7 discusses
these variants’ combinations and demonstrates those combina-
tions’ superior performance.

4. VARIANT I: SEARCH SUBSPACE EXCLUSION

Consider the two independent lattice sites at the input wave-
guide’s insertion into the junction region [those containing
black rather than gray inclusions in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)].
Some candidate structures including scatterers at those lattice
sites may exhibit satisfactory transmission. But intuition
suggests that placing scatterers at those lattice sites, and thereby
at least partially occluding the input waveguide’s insertion into
the junction region, will drive reflection into the input
waveguide in most such structures. Illustrating this intuition,
Fig. 2 shows the impact (namely, dramatically increased reflec-
tion) of adding scatterers at the identified independent lattice
sites to the candidate structure shown in Figs. 1(b)–1(d).
Additionally, in candidate structures that include scatterers at
those lattice sites and nonetheless exhibit satisfactory transmis-
sion, resonant and hence narrowband or otherwise sensitive
transmission is likely.

Fig. 2. Out-of-plane electric field patterns resulting from excitation,
at frequency 0.39 · 2πc∕a, of the (a) first and (b) second ingoing TM
spatial modes on the shown structure’s input waveguide. The structure
is identical to that in Figs. 1(b)–1(d) except for scatterer-including cells
at the two independent lattice sites identified in Section 4 (black in-
clusions at the input waveguide’s insertion into the junction region).
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So consider the search subspace consisting of candidate
structures with scatterers at those independent lattice sites.
Candidate structures drawn from that subspace seem signifi-
cantly less likely to exhibit desirable, satisfactory transmission
than candidate structures drawn from the complementary sub-
space. Figure 3 illustrates this intuition: The orange histogram
shows the distribution, or normalized l2 reflection,

g�s� � 2−1∕2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX
i;j

R2
i→j�s�

s
(2)

of candidate structures in the complementary search subspace
(without scatterers at the identified independent lattice sites).
For comparison, the green histogram shows the same for the
search subspace consisting of candidate structures with scatter-
ers at both the identified independent lattice sites. Clearly the
without-scatterers search subspace contains many more high-
transmission candidate structures than the with-scatterers
search subspace.

This intuition leads us to avoid searching the with-scatterers
subspace. Here we consider a restarted iterative best improve-
ment variant in which we both disallow (re)start from candidate
structures in that subspace and exclude such candidate struc-
tures from consideration during subsidiary local searches.
(Alternatively, one can view this restarted iterative best im-
provement variant as unmodified restarted iterative best im-
provement operating in a reduced search space: by fixing as
defective the two optimization variables corresponding to
the identified independent lattice sites, one reduces the search
space to a more-promising space of 225 candidate structures.)

Figure 4 compares the statistical performance of unmodified
restarted iterative best improvement and the above-described
variant, specifically on the model design optimization problem
outlined in Section 2. Restarted iterative best improvement is a
stochastic algorithm. The behavior of an individual run of a sto-
chastic algorithm is not particularly meaningful; rather, only
the statistical behavior of a representative ensemble of runs nec-
essarily has meaning. Figure 4 captures such statistical behavior
as follows.

For each of 2000 independent runs of restarted iterative best
improvement and the variant, we recorded the incumbent ob-
jective value at each search step, which is the objective value of
the best candidate structure the search had found by that point.
For each algorithm and search step, this procedure produced a
sample of 2000 corresponding incumbent objective values,
from which we calculated 0.5 and 0.9 quantile incumbent ob-
jective values. Figure 4’s solid and dotted blue lines respectively
show the calculated 0.5 and 0.9 quantile incumbent objective
values at each search step for unmodified restarted iterative best
improvement. The solid and dotted orange lines show the same
for the variant.

Intuitively, our objective function captures the proportion of
power lost to reflection and modal crosstalk in transmission.
The solid and dotted lines thus respectively show the typical-
and near-worst-case evolution of the best-encountered candi-
date structure’s power loss as the search proceeds. Hence
Fig. 4 shows that, in both typical and near-worst cases, the vari-
ant described above achieves an approximately 1.8× speedup
over unmodified restarted best improvement in finding excel-
lent candidate structures.

One could argue that this performance improvement arises
from search space reduction in general, rather than from spe-
cific exclusion of scatterers at the waveguides’ insertions into
the junction region. As such Fig. 4 shows the performance
of three additional variants in green. These variants are identical
to the above-described variant, except instead of fixing the two
identified independent lattice sites as defective, in each of these
latter variants these two independent lattice sites contain some
other cell combination—defective and nondefective, nondefec-
tive and defective, or both nondefective. Hence each of these
variants excludes a search subspace of the same size and involv-
ing the same independent lattice sites as the earlier-described
variant, but not the specific subspace excluded by the ear-
lier-described variant. These latter variants exhibit markedly

Fig. 3. Distribution of candidate structures by normalized l2 reflec-

tion
h
g�s� � 2−1∕2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
i;jR2

i→j�s�
q i

for the search subspace consisting

of candidate structures without (in orange) and with (in green) scat-
terers at both of the two independent lattice sites identified in
Section 4 (at the input waveguide’s insertion into the junction region).

Fig. 4. Performance of unmodified restarted iterative best improve-
ment in blue, the variant that avoids the search subspace including
scatterers at the independent lattice sites identified in Section 4 in or-
ange, and the variants that avoid search subspaces of the same size and
freezing the same independent lattice sites as the preceding variant (but
not the preceding specific search subspace) in green. The solid and
dashed lines respectively reflect typical (0.5 quantile or median incum-
bent objective value) and near-worst-case (0.9 quantile incumbent ob-
jective value) performance. The objective function axis (vertical)
terminates at the objective function’s discretization-error noise floor
(f ≈ 0.01) and reflects operation at frequency 0.39 · 2πc∕a.
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worse typical- and near-worst-case performance than unmodi-
fied restarted iterative best improvement.

5. VARIANT II: RESTART BIASING

When scatterer density in the junction region exceeds some
threshold, satisfactory transmission should become unlikely.

Consider a given spatial mode. Intuition suggests that struc-
tures allowing that spatial mode to flow through the junction
region with little reflection should typically possess at least one
relatively scatterer-devoid channel, where that channel’s width
matches or exceeds that of the mode in the input waveguide.
This intuition lower-bounds the number of defective indepen-
dent lattice sites a candidate structure should include to trans-
mit that spatial mode; we denote that lower bound N .

Of course, satisfactory overall transmission requires that a
candidate structure have such a channel for each spatial mode.
Intuition suggests that typically those channels will not be the
same for each spatial mode, nor will those channels be strictly
disjoint. This intuition suggests that a satisfactorily transmit-
ting candidate structure should have at least N defective inde-
pendent lattice sites and as many as 2N or more.

As a conservative estimate of the number of defective inde-
pendent lattice sites a single spatial mode’s channel requires,
we use the number of defective independent lattice sites for
the bend formed from the simple intersection of the two
waveguides—nine. The intuition above then suggests that a
satisfactorily transmitting candidate structure should typically
include at least nine and more typically toward eighteen defec-
tive independent lattice sites.

Figure 5 illustrates the above intuition, showing the distri-
bution of candidate structures by number of defective indepen-
dent lattice sites on the horizontal axis and normalized l2

reflection on the vertical axis: Focus on the lowermost row, cor-
responding to vanishing normalized l2 reflection. That row
shows that, among candidate structures that exhibit such
low reflection and hence high transmission, very few contain
fewer than nine defective independent lattice sites, and most
contain between thirteen and twenty defective independent
lattice sites (with a peak around sixteen or seventeen).

This intuition leads us to bias search toward regions of the
search space with an appropriate number of defective indepen-
dent lattice sites. Here we consider a restarted iterative best
improvement variant that accomplishes this biasing via the
modified (re)start mechanism described below.

In unmodified restarted iterative best improvement, each
search superstep begins with selection of a candidate structure
uniformly at random from our search space. Given our search
space’s structure, this selection mechanism is equivalent to (1)
selecting the number of defective independent lattice sites D
according to the binomial distribution

Pr�D � d � �
�
N
d

�
pd �1 − p�N−d ; (3)

where N � 27 is the number of independent lattice sites and
p � 1

2 is the probability of a given independent lattice site being
defective; and then (2) selecting a candidate structure uni-
formly at random from the subset of candidate structures with
D defective independent sites. Figure 6 shows the preceding
binomial distribution in blue.

To bias search toward search space regions containing an
appropriate number of defective cells, in the variant we employ
the same (re)start mechanism but with p chosen such that each
subsidiary local search more probably begins from a candidate
structure with an appropriate number of defective cells. We
chose p a priori (specifically, prior to generation of Fig. 5) as
follows.

The estimate above for the number of defective independent
lattice sites a single mode’s channel requires was conservative.
Moreover, here we select the number of defective independent
lattice sites for a (re)start candidate structure, and a (re)start
candidate structure’s defective cells are randomly located rather
than appropriately placed for transmission. Hence in choosing
p we err on the high side of the above range estimate, taking
p � 2

3 , which places the corresponding distribution’s mean pre-
cisely at eighteen defective independent lattice sites. Figure 6
shows the corresponding distribution in orange. Figure 7 shows
typical (re)start candidate structures for unmodified restarted
iterative best improvement (center), the above-described

Fig. 5. Distribution of candidate structures by number of defective
independent lattice sites on the horizontal axis and normalized l2

reflection
h
g�s� � 2−1∕2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
i;jR2

i→j�s�
q i

on the vertical axis. Black cells

represent an absence of candidate structures, (nonblack) dark cells a
small number of candidate structures, and bright cells a large number
of candidate structures. Intensity scaling is logarithmic.

Fig. 6. Defect-count distributions chosen for (re)start candidate
structures in unmodified restarted iterative best improvement (blue,
p � 1

2
), the variant with (re)start bias toward appropriately sparse can-

didate structures (orange, p � 2
3 ), and an identical variant but with

(re)start bias toward equivalently dense candidate structures (green,
p � 1

3 ). Figure 7 shows typical restart structures for each of these
distributions.
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variant (right), and another variant with p � 1
3 (left) (corre-

sponding to the green distribution in Fig. 6, which we intro-
duce below for performance comparison).

Figure 8 compares the performance of unmodified restarted
iterative improvement in blue and the above-described variant
with (re)start bias toward appropriately sparse candidate struc-
tures in orange. In both typical and near-worst cases, the variant
with (re)start bias toward appropriately sparse candidate struc-
tures achieves an approximately 1.8× speedup over unmodified
restarted iterative best improvement in finding excellent candi-
date structures.

One could argue that this performance improvement arises
from biasing in general rather than biasing specifically toward
appropriately sparse candidate structures. As such Fig. 8 also
shows the performance of a variant identical to that described
above except with (re)start biasing instead toward equivalently
dense candidate structures (p � 1

3
, see Fig. 6 in green and

the left of Fig. 7) in green, which exhibits markedly worse

typical- and near-worst-case performance than unmodified
restarted iterative best improvement.

6. VARIANT III: LOCAL DESCENT BIASING

As an alternative to incorporating the intuition developed in
Section 5 into restarted iterative best improvement’s (re)start
mechanism, here we incorporate that intuition into the subsid-
iary local search procedure. Specifically, we consider a variant in
which we replace iterative best improvement with a tailored
variable neighborhood descent (VND).

Recall that in each step of iterative best improvement we
determine the objective values of all neighbors of the current
candidate structure. If any neighbor’s objective value improves
upon the current candidate structure’s objective value, we de-
clare the best improving neighbor the new current candidate and
continue with the next search step. Otherwise, the current can-
didate structure is a local minimum and iterative best improve-
ment terminates.

Instead of simultaneously evaluating all neighbors of the
current candidate structure as above, in each step of the tailored
variable neighborhood descent considered here, we split the
neighbors into two subneighborhoods: those neighbors that dif-
fer from the current candidate structure by removing a scatterer,
and those neighbors that differ from the current candidate
structure by introducing a scatterer. Initially we only determine
the objective values of neighbors in the scatterer-removing sub-
neighborhood. If any such scatterer-removing neighbor’s objec-
tive value improves upon the current candidate structure’s
objective value, we declare the best improving scatterer-remov-
ing neighbor the new current candidate and continue with the
next search step. If not, the current candidate structure is a local
minimum within the scatterer-removing subneighborhood. In
that case we expand the search neighborhood to include the
scatterer-introducing subneighborhood, in hope of finding
an improving neighbor in that expanded neighborhood. If
any such scatterer-introducing neighbor’s objective value im-
proves upon the current candidate structure’s objective value,
we declare the best improving scatterer-introducing neighbor
the new current candidate and continue with the next search
step. Otherwise, the current candidate structure is a local mini-
mum in both subneighborhoods, hence the complete neighbor-
hood, and this variable neighborhood descent terminates.

By augmenting this variable neighborhood descent with the
same restart mechanism with which we formed restarted iter-
ative best improvement from iterative best improvement, we
form a simple restarted variable neighborhood descent.

By preferentially considering scatterer removals over scat-
terer introductions, this variant biases search toward candidate
structures including fewer scatterers and hence, following the
intuition presented in Section 5, transmission. Unlike the vari-
ant in Section 5, however, this variant removes scatterers some-
what strategically; consequently it may prove an effective
approach to biasing toward transmission even when scatterer
density is low but the configuration lacks transmission-friendly
structure, which may occur, for example, immediately follow-
ing (re)start.

Figure 9 compares the performance of unmodified restarted
iterative best improvement in blue and the above-described

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7. Typical (re)start candidate structures for (b) unmodified re-
started iterative best improvement (selected according to Fig. 6’s blue
distribution, yielding thirteen defective independent lattice sites),
(c) the variant with (re)start bias toward appropriately sparse candidate
structures (selected according to Fig. 6’s orange distribution, yielding
eighteen defective independent lattice sites), and (a) an identical vari-
ant but with (re)start bias toward equivalently dense candidate struc-
tures (selected in accord with Fig. 6’s green distribution, yielding nine
defective independent lattice sites).

Fig. 8. Performance of unmodified restarted iterative best improve-
ment in blue, the variant with (re)start bias toward appropriately sparse
candidate structures in orange, and the variant with (re)start bias to-
ward equivalently dense candidate structures in green, on the model
design optimization problem outlined in Section 2. The solid and
dashed lines respectively reflect typical- (0.5 quantile or median in-
cumbent objective value) and near-worst-case (0.9 quantile incumbent
objective value) performance. The objective function axis (vertical) ter-
minates at the objective function’s discretization-error noise floor
(f ≈ 0.01) and reflects operation at frequency 0.39 · 2πc∕a.
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restarted variable neighborhood descent in orange. In both typ-
ical and near-worst cases, this restarted variable neighborhood
descent that biases toward appropriately sparse candidate struc-
tures achieves an approximately 1.8× speedup over unmodified
restarted iterative best improvement in finding excellent candi-
date structures.

One could argue that this performance improvement arises
from restarted variable neighborhood descent with neighbor-
hood subsets approximately half the size of the complete neigh-
borhood in general, rather than with neighborhoods specifically
biasing toward appropriately sparse candidate structures. As
such Fig. 9 shows the performance of a restarted variable neigh-
borhood descent identical to that described above except with
the neighborhood examination order reversed, thereby biasing
toward scatterer introduction instead of scatterer removal, in
green. This latter restarted variable neighborhood descent ex-
hibits markedly worse typical- and near-worst-case performance
than unmodified restarted iterative best improvement.

One could further argue that the immediately preceding
choice of subneighborhoods and ordering (scatterer introduc-
tion followed by scatterer removal) is just particularly bad and
hence fails to address the objection. Or one could argue that the
performance difference between the two preceding restarted
variable neighborhood descents arises from different character-
istic or specific sizes of the subneighborhoods involved rather
than biasing toward introduction or removal of scatterers. As
such Fig. 9 shows the performance of another two similar re-
started variable neighborhood descents in purple. The first of
these restarted variable neighborhood descents considers sub-
neighborhoods of, at each position in the search space, the same
size as those for the first, scatterer-removal-biased variant de-
scribed above, but with those subneighborhoods populated
randomly (without replacement) from the complete neighbor-
hood. The second of these restarted variable neighborhood

descents is the analog for the scatterer-introduction-biased vari-
ant described in the preceding paragraph. In both typical and
near-worst cases, these semirandom-neighborhood restarted
variable neighborhood descents improve marginally at best
upon unmodified restarted iterative best improvement.

7. COMBINATION

The transmission-biasing mechanisms of the search variants de-
scribed above are largely independent, allowing construction of
new search variants via combination of those mechanisms. The
impact of those mechanisms on search performance, however,
should not be strictly orthogonal; the performance improve-
ments those mechanisms afford in isolation should not com-
bine strictly geometrically.

Combining the search subspace exclusion (Section 4) and
restart biasing (Section 5) mechanisms requires some care:
Parameter selection for the restart biasing mechanism depends
upon the search space’s structure. And as noted in Section 4,
one can view search subspace exclusion as a search space modi-
fication. As such the restart biasing mechanism’s parameters
should be adjusted when combining that mechanism with
search subspace exclusion. That said, we leave the restart bias-
ing parameter p � 2

3 as is: On the one hand, we should slightly
reduce p to account for effectively fixing as defective two addi-
tional independent lattice sites in search subspace exclusion.
On the other hand, were we to make that reduction by follow-
ing the estimation procedure in Section 5 to the paper, we
would implicitly assume greater overlap between the two
modes’ channels. To account for that greater overlap, we would
have to slightly increase the resulting p. In the interest of sim-
plicity and consistency in comparison, we call the sum of these
two opposing adjustments to p negligible and forgo adjusting p.

Figure 10 compares the performance of unmodified restarted
iterative best improvement in blue, the single-mechanism trans-
mission-biasing variants described in Sections 4–6 in purple,

Fig. 9. Performance of unmodified restarted iterative best improve-
ment in blue, the restarted variable neighborhood descent with scat-
terer-removal-biasing described first in Section 6 in orange, the similar
restarted variable neighborhood descent with scatterer-introduction-
biasing described later in Section 6 in green, and the two semiran-
dom-neighborhood restarted variable neighborhood descents de-
scribed in the last paragraph of Section 6 in purple. The solid and
dashed lines respectively reflect typical- (0.5 quantile or median in-
cumbent objective value) and near-worst-case (0.9 quantile incumbent
objective value) performance. The objective function axis (vertical) ter-
minates at the objective function’s discretization-error noise floor
(f ≈ 0.01) and reflects operation at frequency 0.39 · 2πc∕a.

Fig. 10. Performance of unmodified restarted iterative best im-
provement in blue, the single-mechanism transmission-bias variants
described in Sections 4–6 in purple, variants constituting all pairwise
combinations of individual transmission-biasing mechanisms in pink,
and a variant combining all transmission-biasing mechanisms in or-
ange. The solid and dashed lines respectively reflect typical- (0.5 quan-
tile or median incumbent objective value) and near-worst-case (0.9
quantile incumbent objective value) performance. The objective func-
tion axis (vertical) terminates at the objective function’s discretization-
error noise floor (f ≈ 0.01) and reflects operation at frequency
0.39 · 2πc∕a.
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variants constituting all pairwise combinations of the individual
transmission-biasingmechanisms in pink, and a variant combin-
ing all transmission-biasing mechanisms in orange. In both
typical and near-worst cases, the pairwise-combination variants
improve upon the performance of their constituents, and the
complete-combination variant improves upon the performance
of the pairwise combinations. As expected, combination
yields subgeometric performance improvements. Nonetheless,
the pairwise-combination variants provide an approximately
3× speedup over unmodified restarted iterative best improve-
ment, and the complete-combination variant an approximately
4.5× speedup over the same.

8. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

That each of the mechanisms realizing the transmission-bias
metaheuristic independently yields an approximately 1.8×
speedup warrants remark. This result perhaps reflects that these
mechanisms exploit the same problem structure, in that they
may derive roughly the same benefit from exploiting that struc-
ture even though they do so via different means.

One often has intuition for structural characteristics condu-
cive to a trait. In such cases, biasing the search toward design
space regions that exhibit those structural characteristics is one
potential mechanism for biasing toward the trait. This paper
illustrates such a case.

Other mechanisms, however, exist. For example, imagine
augmenting restarted iterative best improvement with the fol-
lowing escape mechanism that—without injecting associated
structural intuition—biases the search toward a trait: From a
local minimum in the design objective function, perform an
escape local search in an objective function that captures solely
the trait. That escape local search terminates at a nearby local
minimum in the trait objective function, which constitutes a
trait-biased perturbation of the local minimum in the design
objective function. That trait-biased perturbation then serves
as a starting point for subsequent local search in the design
objective function. (Of course, this escape mechanism necessi-
tates additional machinery to avoid cycling, for example a tabu
strategy [39].)

Additionally, penalty methods [39,40] provide an alternative
means to achieve, and a lens through which to view, search bias-
ing. For example, above we explicitly modified search restart
and descent mechanisms to bias search toward transmission.
Alternatively, however, one could achieve the same or similar
effect by changing the figure(s) of merit used for candidate
structure evaluation in those mechanisms. Specifically, one
could modify the figure(s) of merit to penalize candidate
structures not exhibiting, or unlikely to exhibit, satisfactory
transmission (or, equivalently, to favor candidate structures
exhibiting, or likely to exhibit, satisfactory transmission).

By virtue of its simplicity, restarted iterative best improve-
ment served this work’s end—illustrating the concrete applica-
tion and potential value of broadly applicable, physically
motivated guiding principles for design optimization in
optics—better than more complex algorithms. Or more sophis-
ticated and effective algorithms certainly exist. Where such al-
gorithms do not exploit physically derived problem structure,
such algorithms could of course also benefit from augmentation

analogous to that presented in this work. More generally,
algorithms that do not exploit physically derived problem struc-
ture in contexts beyond this work’s combinatorial setting, for
example general-purpose continuous optimization algorithms,
could also benefit from analogous augmentation.

Broadly applicable, physically motivated guiding principles
for design optimization in optics enable development of
more effective search algorithms. In turn, these more effective
search algorithms ultimately lead to better designs and new
capabilities.
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